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Love means throwing Occupy
Wall Street under the bus...
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Daniel Blake, Justin Olsen, Michael Olsen, John Dolan, Anders Chippendale, Liam Miller and
Matt McPhall show off their haul.

Team Gearhead cleans
up San Pedro Creek
BY IAN BUTLER
SPECIAL TO THE TRIBUNE

San Pedro Creek in
Linda Mar drains Pacifica’s
most extensive watershed.
Clean water runs off the
pristine slopes of Montara
Mountain, creating ideal
Steelhead spawning habitat
in San Pedro Valley Park
on the Middle and South
forks. Fingerling Rainbow
Trout still swim in the Sanchez fork behind St. Edmunds church. But it’s the
neglected North fork that’s
the creeks’ abused stepchild.
Paved over decades ago
to build homes, streets and
schools, a paradise for the
Steelhead was reduced to
a hidden network of concrete tunnels. The water
now passes through miles
of these tunnels before finally being exposed to dirt
and daylight in the dense
thicket behind Park Mall,
adjacent to the site of the
proposed assisted living facility.
Recently, while Councilmember Mary Anne Nihart
was given a tour of the area,
a tremendous amount of litter and debris was found

clogging the creek where
it emerges from the tunnels. Matt McPhail, owner
of nearby Gearhead Bicycles, offered to organize a
cleanup with a group of kids
from Team Gearhead.
So on Saturday, Jan.
14, the kids arrived by car,
bike, and unicycle, three
even decking themselves
out in full wetsuits, complete with abalone knives
hanging from their belts.
They quickly went to work,
some scouring the creek for
debris, others rigging up
a rope system for pulling
larger items up the steep
bank. A few hours later
they had hauled up an impressive collection of junk
including a mattress, two
shopping carts, an old car
tire and ironically, a rusted
bicycle. Any parent who
knows what it’s like to get
their kid to clean their room
would have to be impressed
at the effort these kids put
into cleaning up a neglected
waterway.
The North fork’s problems still remain, including unnaturally high water
flows, erosion, and pollution
from paint, oil, detergent
and coliform bacteria, but

on this day it was the beneficiary of an enthusiastic
group of kids learning to
care for the environment.
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Michael Olsen carries debris
from San Pedro Creek.

From the E&P
Elaine Larsen
Pacifica Tribune Editor & Publisher
Editor’s note: This column was
first published Jan. 7, 2009 as part of
the 2009 commemoration of the Pacifica Tribune’s 50th anniversary.
Bill Drake hired me. In effect,
he was my first Tribune boss. Of
course, back in those days he was
publisher and there was an editor
besides who technically did the actual hiring.
One Saturday afternoon I was
called to an interview with then-editor Dennis Hall, an ex-cop, turnedjournalist who was impressed with
my UC-Berkeley credentials since
he was a Cal alumni as well.
I remember being introduced to
the publisher, Bill Drake, who was
wearing his ever-present bowtie.
I’m sure he had the power of veto,
but fortunately for me, didn’t use it.
I may have reported to the editor, but as far as I was concerned as
a cub reporter Drake was the one

to please. It was 1987 and I was 25
— fresh out of graduate school at
Northwestern University and eager to make my mark in community
journalism.
I had a master’s degree and had
worked as a press correspondent in
Washington, D.C., but my heart and
roots harkened back to small-town
reporting where I thought I could
make a difference.
Bill expected much of me. As
police reporter I was following in
some pretty big footsteps — 17-year
Tribune veteran Bob Verdeckberg
and before him, Tom Johnston. I
literally kept my ear to the police
scanner that first year. In the years
that followed, I was assigned to just
about every beat and wrote about
countless issues in Pacifica.
Over the last two decades, the
Tribune newsroom staff has shrunk
considerably, but the few of us who

Wandering &
Wondering
John Maybury
RIPPLE EFFECT
The City of Pacifica is struggling to survive in these hard
financial times, but one institution is still doing well and
showing the community how to generate interest and
income. Brink Pool (formerly Oceana Pool) keeps kids
and adults busy year-round, with recreational swimming, school teams, water aerobics, after-school activities, individual instruction, and tournaments. The big
regional swim meets over the winter bring in competitors plus their families and supporters to fill Pacifica’s
motel rooms and restaurants. Surprisingly, nationwide
studies show that more than two-thirds of non-users of
recreational facilities say they receive some benefit from
publicly supported community resources like swimming pools and athletic fields. Benefits cited in surveys
include: keeping kids off the streets, health and fitness,
affordable public access for all income levels, personal
well-being, social and environmental payoffs, relaxation,
stress relief, learning teamwork and healthy competition, creating stronger community, quality of life, teaching family values, and increasing property values.
MASALA REOPENS
Carl May writes: “It took longer than expected, but the
Masala Pakistani/Indian restaurant reopened in the
north end of Eureka Square at the beginning of the year.
They are open for lunch and dinner, with a break in midafternoon. The same low prices they had at Rockaway

How to become an anarchist
in 3 easy steps…
(1) Cut out mask and place
around head
(2) Denounce capitalism and
whine about everything
(3) Create chaos as a
collective group
Frank, why are you smiling like
that and what is that thing you’re
holding up? I’ve seen that…wait a
minute, isn’t that what those Occupy Wall Street folks are wearing?
Bingo! Give the girl a cigar.
These things are selling like hot
cakes at all those protest gatherings Lisa. And ya know, there’s
an interesting bit of history behind these masks. It seems to be
a stylized version of some Englishman who tried to blow up
the British Parliament back in
1605. His name was Guy Fawkes
and over the years his image has
been glamorized even though he
was executed for that bombing
attempt.
Do those protestors know the
significance behind it?
Oh yeah, sure they do, and
they’re lovin’ it. As one protestor
stated…”It’s about being against
The Man – the power that keeps
you down.” It seems like they
reinvented the reputation of
Fawkes to where he is now seen
as more of a freedom fighter
against an oppressive regime
than the criminal he was. Kinda
like how Hollywood glamorized
the “Godfather” movies where
they had everybody rooting for
the “noble” and imposing Corleone family; a criminal enterprise nonetheless, who did really
bad things.
Butyaknow, Lisa, perhaps all

remain still work hard to maintain
the Bill Drake legacy — despite declining revenue and an encroaching
Internet.
We do it with the help of a community that, thankfully, recognizes
and appreciates the benefits of our
remaining small-town newspaper.
Over the years many of my colleagues have come and gone from
the Tribune. I recently heard from
Pat Sangimino, a Pacifica native,
now managing editor of a business
publication in Wichita, Kansas. Pat
wrote his father’s obituary for the
Tribune. I told him it was well written. He responded that the Tribune
taught him everything he needed to
know about journalism.
And he is right. Drake made us
all better journalists.
Bill Drake might have been the
boss and owner — there was no corporate ownership back then — but
he worked as hard or harder than
anyone he employed.
A former UPI man, he was
tough, but fair. He critiqued each
weekly issue, pinpointing the successes and weaknesses that helped
us try all the harder the next week.

that’s changing. I think the honeymoon between the democrats
and OWS is on the skids. Did ya
get a load out of what Nancy Pelosi said about them recently?
Oh,you mean when she praised
the Occupied Wall Street movement and said…”God bless them
for their spontaneity…it’s young,
it’s spontaneous and it’s focused.
And it’s going to be effective.”
No, not that Nancy Pelosi. I’m
talkin’ about the Nancy Pelosi
who just got a dose of reality and
decided to part company with
the OWS crowd by throwing
them under the bus. She said,
“As opposed to the Tea Party,
which was practically a wholly
owned subsidiary of the Republican Party, we don’t really
have much of a connection with
the Occupy [protesters]. In fact,
they probably have some sentiments that overlap between the
two [groups].”
But wait a second Frank, am
I crazy or what? Didn’t Pelosi, as
well as the President, the Democrat party and much of the media
all come out in support of the Occupy people with their so-called
“important message” and downplayed all the crime and violence
associated with them, while dismissing you Tea Party guys?
Yep, but now they are trying to distance themselves from
that group, especially after one
of those cuckoo birds threw a
smoke bomb over the North
fence outside the gates of The
White House last week. Sorry,
Nancy, but just like the Tea
Party is for the most part the
conservative wing of the Republican party, the Occupiers are
the left-wing of the Democrat
party and you’re stuck with ‘em.
After all, look at how one liberal
letter-writer often frames it…the
OWS is a “true movement,”
while another claims, no, it is a
“righteous movement.” Yeah, as
they urinate and defecate in public, assault our cops, destroy private and public property, create
havoc for local business people
and cost taxpayers millions of
dollars to clean up after them
while they demand “income
equality” and denounce capitalism. Now while us Tea Party
patriots can commiserate with
them for wanting change within

I still have many of his typewritten
memos, signed off with “WD” for
William Drake.
There were many days where
he worked late into the night in his
office, phone to his ear, talking to
sources and taking notes and writing thorough and comprehensive
stories and editorials.
When it came to writing obituaries, no one could hold a candle to
Drake’s uncanny ability to uncover
and weave together details and anecdotes in producing a colorful and
moving portrait. To Bill Drake, every Pacifica resident’s life, no matter how small-town, was worth reporting.
During his 30 years at the Tribune, Drake gained a reputation
for never going anywhere without
his notebook. And longtime Pacificans still joke about the photos he
tried to take with the cap still on the
lens.
Midwestern journalist Bill Drake
is a man who always believed in
hard work, dedication, thorough
and accurate journalism and commitment to the community. When
he retired in 1989, everyone who

are still in effect. Because this is one of my go-to places
for a less expensive dinner in town, I’m selfishly hoping
people who like ethnic food will give them a try and keep
them in mind.” Masala is open daily (except Tuesday)
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 5 to 9 p.m. Lunch buffet is
$7. The menu offers three appetizers, nine a la carte
entrees, four combination plates, soups, salads, desserts,
and beverages. Free wi-fi available.
BOSTON BILL’S
Good news: Boston Bill’s cheesesteak and chowder house
on Highway 1 in Rockaway has added a second grill to
keep up with demand. The food is delicious, but now wait
time should be cut in half. After discussing the possibility of a Red Sox and Giants World Series, I got down to
asking William (Boston Bill) McGowan about his cheesesteaks. He said, “There are many schools of thought
on the perfect Philadelphia cheesesteak. The two most
famous, Pat’s and Geno’s in Philly, are virtually the same
sandwich. The only difference is that one is super-thinsliced and then chopped on the grill, which is how we do
it. The other is large, very thin slices, no chopping.”
BRING BACK THE BERM
Speaking of things alongside Highway 1, I heard from
Edward L. Barber: “I’ve read your column in the Pacifica Tribune for some time now and enjoy the ideas you
present. Regarding the highway widening project for the
Vallemar intersection, I wondered why an overpass can’t
be considered. The berm for it was built there over 50
years ago and it just sits there, never having been used.
It would probably be cheaper than buying out the businesses in Rockaway Beach, and would take care of the
traffic problems at that intersection. I attended the Caltrans meeting and the City Council to suggest this idea,
but the people there were noncommittal. I would like
someone to tell me YES that’s a good idea or NO that’s

Frank’s Salon
Frank “Antoine” Cimo
our government and while we
were successful in our cause, we
had no desire to tear down the
“system” in order to bring upon
that change.
And I’ll say it again... by my
observations while I attended
two of these protest (San Diego
& San Francisco); by the thousands of photos, videos and the
massive documentation available; Occupy Wall Street is, for
the most part, a motley assortment of freeloaders, the chronic
and self-induced homeless, aging
hippies, college anarchists and
suburban radicals.
And you know something,
Frank? That Guy Fawkes mask;
it gives me the creeps.
Yeah, Lisa, and I think America is starting to share your sentiments about their movement.
After all, Pelosi finally did.
Reach Frank at: franksalon@earthlink.net or (650)
355-1700.

“God bless them for their...
Oh, never mind. We really
don’t have that much of a
connection with them after
all”…Comments by Nancy
Pelosi

was anyone in Pacifica attended his
retirement party and all had plenty
of good things to say about their favorite hometown reporter, editor
and publisher.
His C. Urchin’s Beachcombing
column, patterned after SF Chronicle journalist Herb Caen with his
three-dot journalism style, was
never the same after Drake left and
I retired it out of deference to my
former boss. My immediate predecessor, Chris Hunter, recognized
Bill’s decades of contribution to the
community and named him Publisher Emeritus, a fitting title for a
man whose life’s work contributed
so much to so many.
Now in his 80s, Bill may not have
gained the historical stature of a
Walter Cronkite or Edward R. Murrow, but to those who know him, he
stands tall among his journalistic
peers.
In fact, the title of Tribune Publisher still seems alien to me. Because for me, Publisher Emeritus
Bill Drake will always be the real
deal. Here’s to you, WD!
Yes, WD...here’s to you. May you
rest in peace.

a bad idea, rather than ignoring me and making me feel
like they have already made up their minds and are just
going through a dog-and-pony show to make citizens feel
they have had their chance to put in their two cents.”
UNIVERSAL HEALTHCARE
Contact State Senator Leland Yee to encourage him to
vote for SB 810, the California Universal Healthcare Act.
On Thursday, January 19, the Senate Appropriations
Committee voted to send SB 810 to the Senate floor for a
vote. The vote must take place by January 31. If the Senate approves SB 810, the legislation will then move to the
State Assembly for consideration. The outcome of the
Senate vote is unclear. SB 810 will deliver health care to
everyone and spend our resources wisely by removing
the insurance industry from our lives. Info: Don Bechler,
Chair - Single Payer Now, 415-695-7891
SWAMI SEZ
Just one spoonful of honey can help quiet a nighttime
cough better than over-the-counter cough syrups or suppressants. (According to research study of 100 children
by Pennsylvania physician Ian Paul, M.D., as reported in
AARP Bulletin, November 2011)
SITESEER
•Good sounds: urbanears.com
•Good grammar: odlt.org
•Good neighbors: barkingdogs.net
•Good chocolate: chocomize.com
MAYBURRITOVILLE
•Meandering: LomaPrieta.SierraClub.org
•Copyediting: Goofbuster.com
•Blogging: PacificaRiptide.com
•Email: mayburrito@goofbuster.com

